JEPPSENE FLIGHT TRAINING

JEPPSENE CFIT - AWARENESS AND PREVENTION DVD
Become an expert on important aviation topics when you explore them in depth with CRM - Exploring the Human Element (DVD). This video analyzes three actual CFIT cases and explores the preventative measures and techniques that pilots of all levels of experience can use.
P/N 13-07841 ..............................................$14.85

JEPPSENE AIRFRAMES AND SYSTEMS
Airframes and Systems provides a good grounding in the technical aspect of an aircraft's structure and systems, detailing, for examination purposes where required, the regulations that the student has to know and the methods by which these requirements are met. As with other subject areas, there will always be areas that the student has studied that are not questioned in the exam. Learning this information is not effort wasted, as the information given within the volume provides the foundation knowledge on which the type rating course can be built.
P/N 13-07712 ..............................................$103.99

JEPPSENE POWERPLANT
This volume gives the reader an insight into the construction, function, and operation of both piston and gas turbine engines. For examination purposes, the engines as described are to be considered 'generic'. In reality each manufacturer will achieve the same objectives outlined in the text by different designs. Equip the reader with the knowledge to undertake with confidence an engine manufacturer's course or type rating course.
P/N 13-07713 ..............................................$75.80

JEPPSENE ELECTRICS
These notes are written in an informative style which leads you from the most basic DC circuits to understanding and appreciating the concepts behind advanced aircraft electrical systems. On completion of study, you will have all the required information to pass this part of the Aircraft Systems and Powerplant examination.
P/N 13-07714 ..............................................$69.95

JEPPSENE AIRFRAME HANDBOOKS
Volume #1 .............................................. P/N 13-11953 $43.50
Volume #2 .............................................. P/N 13-11956 $39.85

P/N 13-07710 ..............................................$224.95

JEPPSENE TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
The only text available that covers FAR part 121 aircraft. A system-by-system approach to understanding jet transports. Necessary for A&P students and certified technicians looking for a comprehensive reference for large aircraft.
P/N 13-07658 ..............................................$60.95

JEPPSENE FAR / AIM 2018 MANUAL
P/N 13-15450 ..............................................$12.95

JEPPSENE AVIATION HISTORY INSTRUCTOR’S GUIDE CD
This guide guides professors and instructors through the process of conducting a course in Aviation History. Chapter outlines and helpful hints are provided on how to implement the course, including lessons on how historians work and how you can turn your students into ‘student historians.’ The guide also explores the preventative measures and techniques that pilots of all levels of experience can use.
P/N 13-07644 ..............................................$34.00

JEPPSENE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR, 7TH EDITION
This in-depth guide provides all of the up-to-date information needed to perform return-to-service-quality aircraft maintenance and pass FAA Certification. Aircraft Maintenance and Repair, Seventh Edition is an essential resource for aviation maintenance students and professionals. It also serves as an exam guide for those preparing for the FAA Airframe and Powerplant certification.
P/N 13-12772 ..............................................$89.95

JEPPSENE GARMIN GNS 530/430 TRAINING BUNDLE - ADVANCED IFR & WAAS
A bundle that includes both the Jeppesen Garmin GNS 530/430 Training - Advanced IFR Procedures CD and the Jeppesen Garmin GNS 530/430 Training - WAAS Procedures CD.
P/N 13-07779 ..............................................$224.95

JEPPSENE TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
This CD guides professors and instructors through the process of conducting a course in Aviation History. Chapter outlines and helpful hints are provided on how to implement the course, including lessons on how historians work and how you can turn your students into ‘student historians.’ The guide also explores the preventative measures and techniques that pilots of all levels of experience can use.
P/N 13-07644 ..............................................$34.00

JEPPSENE TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
The only text available that covers FAR part 121 aircraft. A system-by-system approach to understanding jet transports. Necessary for A&P students and certified technicians looking for a comprehensive reference for large aircraft.
P/N 13-07658 ..............................................$60.95

JEPPSENE AVIATION HISTORY INSTRUCTOR’S GUIDE CD
This guide guides professors and instructors through the process of conducting a course in Aviation History. Chapter outlines and helpful hints are provided on how to implement the course, including lessons on how historians work and how you can turn your students into ‘student historians.’ The guide also explores the preventative measures and techniques that pilots of all levels of experience can use.
P/N 13-07644 ..............................................$34.00

JEPPSENE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR, 7TH EDITION
This in-depth guide provides all of the up-to-date information needed to perform return-to-service-quality aircraft maintenance and pass FAA Certification. Aircraft Maintenance and Repair, Seventh Edition is an essential resource for aviation maintenance students and professionals. It also serves as an exam guide for those preparing for the FAA Airframe and Powerplant certification.
P/N 13-12772 ..............................................$89.95

JEPPSENE GARMIN GNS 530/430 TRAINING BUNDLE - ADVANCED IFR & WAAS
A bundle that includes both the Jeppesen Garmin GNS 530/430 Training - Advanced IFR Procedures CD and the Jeppesen Garmin GNS 530/430 Training - WAAS Procedures CD.
P/N 13-07779 ..............................................$224.95

JEPPSENE AIRFRAMES AND SYSTEMS
This volume gives the reader an insight into the construction, function, and operation of both piston and gas turbine engines. For examination purposes, the engines as described are to be considered 'generic', in reality each manufacturer will achieve the same objectives outlined in the text by different designs. Equip the reader with the knowledge to undertake with confidence an engine manufacturer's course or type rating course.
P/N 13-07713 ..............................................$75.80

JEPPSENE ELECTRICS
These notes are written in an informative style which leads you from the most basic DC circuits to understanding and appreciating the concepts behind advanced aircraft electrical systems. On completion of study, you will have all the required information to pass this part of the Aircraft Systems and Powerplant examination.
P/N 13-07714 ..............................................$69.95

JEPPSENE AIRFRAME HANDBOOKS
Volume #1 .............................................. P/N 13-11953 $43.50
Volume #2 .............................................. P/N 13-11956 $39.85